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DOCUMENT INFORMATION

Reference

Systems and equipment errors: see POH
Emergency and survival not covered.

Document History

Version Date Author Description
1 12 Sep. 06 Kpe First version
2 20 Sep. 06 Kpe Pictures added
3 20 Sep. 06 kpe First 3 items ok
4 22 Sep. 06 Kpe First 6 items ok
5 23 Sep. 06 kpe Ready for review
6 12 Oct. 06 kpe TR fail changed
7 17 Oct. 06 kpe Anti torque fail changed 
8 23 Oct. 06 kpe Hover, SWP, low rpm, rollover
9 23 Oct. 06 kpe Ground resonance, low g changed
10 31 Oct. 06 kpe Settling w power changed
11 2 Nov. 06 kpe Low G changed
12 6 Nov. 06 kpe Settling w pwr
13 na
14 8 Nov. 06 kpe Hover, Resonance, dynamic
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Power Failure at a hover
Objective: Controlled decent without power applied.
Controls: 

Cyclic: Drift, Movement
Collective: Height, Cushing
Pedals: Heading
Throttle: RPM

Technique  
-Pedal – Settle – Pull

 

1)Hover:
Steady 3ft hover into the wind
RPM Top green
Check ground 
Eyes at reference point.. 
(30-50 ft away)

2)”Failure”:
Close throttle.. slow then firmly
Positive right pedal to keep heading
(from torque lost +transmission drag)
Cyclic slightly right to stop drift.
(loss translating tendency)
Let the helicopter settle /loose 
height.

3)Touchdown:
1ft from ground pull positive 
collective to cushion 
Touchdown Without any side or
backward movement
Then Collective full down
Touchdown –no rear or side 
movement

Factors: Weight, Temp, Wind, Hover height, Density altitude, RPM
Errors: Fixating on instruments, failure to keep heading, Failure to stop drift , cushion to early or late 
causing a hard touchdown
Hazards: Dynamic rollover, ground resonance, mechanical failure, Tail boom strike.
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Power Failure at altitude
Objective: Forced landing - decent without power applied.
Controls: 

Cyclic: Movement, speed
Collective: Height
Pedals: Heading, trim
Throttle: RPM

Technique

1)Entry
Lower collective fully and
roll off throttle
Select proper landing site
Select route into wind
Trim helicopter (right 
pedal)
Eyes outside

2)Glide
Keep 60kts attitude (4 
fingers)
Maneuver helicopter to 
landing site
Control RPM with collective
At 100ft -crack throttle

3)Flare
At 50ft pull collective 
slightly to initiate flare and 
immediately after pull aft 
cyclic  to decelerate (Flare)

4)Recovery
At 10ft level helicopter 
with forward cyclic.
Raise collective and roll on 
throttle to bring in power.
Keep ground track with 
pedals (left)
Terminate in a still hover 
over the spot

Errors: Failure to select proper landing site, failure to estimate wind, To low tail (Tail strike), incorrect 
flare (ballooning or overshooting) and RPM control
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Settling-With-Power (vortex ring state)
Objective: Helicopter unable to carry own weight even with full power applied.
Controls: 

Cyclic: Attitude, airspeed
Collective: Height, power
Pedals: Heading, trim
Throttle: RPM

Theory: If the helicopter, uninterrupted, is allowed descent into its own downwash, the rotor starts producing progressively 
bigger and bigger vortices. They can grow up to a point where the rotor is only recalculating air and the helicopter it unable to 
carry its own weight even with full power. As the helicopter decent some of the down wash is being blown up.. creating 
vortices. The more power pulled the bigger the vortices.  UP TO 6000ft/min
Technique

Requirements: Decent +300ft/min, power applied 20% (FAA) airspeed less than ETL (16-24kts)
Where: Out of ground effect hover, Down wind approach, quick stops, flares.
1)Setup:
Height: 1500ft
Clear 360 and  do landing checks
Pick landing sites
Pick reference point (horizon)
While heading downwind (easier)

Lower collective slowly to 2” less than 
hover power
-Lead with throttle decrease-rpm green
-Pull cyclic aft to slowdown 
-Keep heading with pedals
-Maintain height as long as possible

2)Detection
Vibrations from vortices
Decent rate builds
Controls becomes soft and less 
responsive
Aircraft moves erratic 
Decent rate more than 300ft/min
Keep heading with pedals

3)Recovery:
Cyclic fwd –tip path to 2 finger attitude
Lower collective slightly (1”)
-Lead with throttle decrease
-RPM green 
At positive fwd airspeed
Cyclic fwd to 2 finger attitude
Pull collective 
-normal cruise power 
Throttle -rpm green 
Trim with pedals
and initiate climb to previous height
OR 
Auto rotate

Errors: Fixating on instruments (failure to keep heading), Recovery to early or late and RPM control
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Low rotor RPM recovery
Objective: Recover from low RPM

Technique:
The same amount of lift can be created with a wide range of RPM.
The lower the RPM –the higher the pitch of the blades must be.
The lower the RPM -the lesser the power the engine has to re-increase the RPM.
The lower the RPM the lesser effect the tail rotor has (but at bigger rate)
If the pitch gets to high the blade stalls.

As pitch increases, the air follows nicely.. if pitch gets too much the air flow can not follow the surface of 
the airfoil and it stalls. When the airfoil is stalled the amount of drag is increased dramatically.
Recognition: RPM gauge, Change in sound, Vibrations

Cause: Pulling to much power without rolling on throttle. 
Factors: High weight/ density altitude, Surfaces, wind 

Corrective action:
Lower collective (lower pitch) 
roll on throttle (more engine power/RPM)
Aft cyclic to initiate flare (Builds RPM coriolis) –not in a hover
All at the same time

Hazards: Complete blade stall, witch is unrecoverable. Descending into objects

Errors: Erroneous use of collective and throttle
Failure to detect low RPM, 
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Anti-Torque System Failure
Objective: Land safely with inoperative anti torque system
Technique: There are two types of tail rotor error. Complete loss and fixed pitch witch has multiple 
variations: In situations of complete loss of tail rotor thrust we need to enter autorotation ASAP (before 
the torque starts spinning the aircraft). Yaw may be controlled by manipulating torque/anti-torque and by 
side slipping.

Roll off throttle – Helicopter Yaws left
Down collective – Helicopter Yaws left
(use hand/finger)

Roll on throttle – Helicopter Yaws right
Up collective – Helicopter Yaws right

Recognition: Right yaw, Yaw uncontrollable by pedal. 
Cause: Mechanical failure or jammed controls.

Error Correction
Complete loss in flight. Reduce power by lowering collective. (less torque)

Use left cyclic and collective to limit left sideslip.
Enter autorotation touchdown with no forward ground speed.

Complete loss at a hover Roll off throttle and enter hover autorotation
Stuck pedal in flight Adjust airspeed to 50-60 kts

Shallow approach, running landing above ETL
Adjust Direction with small throttle/collective adjustments

Errors: Failure to respond, resulting in uncontrolled spin. Failure to maintain ground track during 
landing, causing roll over.
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More explanation

If we roll off throttle AND pull collective.
We will have less lift with same torque.
Lift is NOT torque. 
Collective = CL = Drag = Torque = Yaw 

Corrective action:
Total failure Stuck left Stuck neutral or right
In flight:
Reduce power to limit torque
Adjust airspeed to 50-60 knots
Left cyclic to limit slide slip
Enter autorotation, touchdown with no 
Ground speed.
At a hover:
Hover autorotation

Normal approach to a hover.
Lower helicopter to surface by 
razing collective and rolling off 
throttle. 
Go around if you don’t like approach

Shallow approach with a running landing (POH)
or
Steep approach with a flare

- left yaw in flare: increase power and set 
down

- No left yaw in flare: hover auto.
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Dynamic rollover (AC 90-87)
Definition: 
When a helicopter pivots around the landing gear
Objective: 
Recognize and recover

Technique:
During liftoff a skid can create a pivot point.
If the pilot continues the lift.. the center of gravity moves outward. If lift is this is not stopped it can move 
beyond the pivot point after witch there is no recovery.

A helicopter can rollover simply due to a too quick pickup in left crosswind with left CG.(not stuck)
Use chair to demonstrate

Recognition:
Feeling stuck, rolling movement.

Requirements
• Pivot point
• Lifting action
• Rolling motion

Aggravating Conditions: Left crosswind, left Center of gravity, and surfaces, helicopter design.
(cobra: high/narrow skid, huey: low/wide skids)

Corrective action: Lower collective slowly
Prevent: Lift slowly in two steps.. light on skid (let skids move) and liftoff
Errors: Picking up to quick, lowering collective too quickly (can cause rolling motion in opposite 
direction)
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Ground resonance
Description: unbalance in the rotor disc during ground contact.
When, during ground contact, the rotor disks center of gravity isn’t co-located with center of rotation.

Objective: 
Recognize and recover

Technique:
If the rotor disks center of gravity are no co-located with center of rotation and the aircraft has ground 
contact the center of gravity will be slingshot even more away from the point of rotation.
If this is allowed to continue the situation will quickly deteriorate and the aircraft shake apart.

Recognition:
Slow, massive vibrations

Requirements:
Ground contact, fully articulated rotor system, power applied
Conductive factors: 
Hard landing, Faulty led-lag and skid dampers, incorrect blade tracking/balance, tire pressure, weight.

Recovery:
STAY in Helicopter. 
RPM is out of the green: close throttle. 
RPM green.. pick up aircraft and try set down on soft grass. -if set down is impossible make a hover auto
Errors:
Failure to recognize, pickup with too low RPM and setting down to hard.
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Low “G” Conditions
Description: Weightless feeling due to control input or turbulence.

Technique:

Recognition: Weightlessness and RAPID roll to the right.

Conductive factors: Pushover, Turbulence, Abrupt maneuvers.

Recovery: Aft cyclic smoothly to restore rotor trust THEN -left cyclic to level helicopter

Errors: Left cyclic before rotor trust is restored

Hazards: Mast separation, Mast bumping, and droop stop fracture

Helicopter weightless:
• Main rotor thrust/torque is reduced
• Tail rotor not affected 

  Rolls the helicopter rapidly to the right
  -CG as pivot point 

Left cyclic input without rotor thrust can move 
rotor beyond limits and cause structural failure. 
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Loss of Tail rotor Effect
Description: Uncontrolled yaw due to decreased effect of the tail rotor. There are tree types of LTE 

Objective: Expect, recognize and recover
Technique:

   
Main rotor interference Vortex ring  state Weather cock phenomenon
Vortices from the main rotor, is 
blown into the tail rotor.

Wind is causing tail rotor to work 
in its own vortices.

Wind is pushing the tail in 
direction of the wind.

Recognition: Uncontrolled yaw

Requirements: Wind

Conductive factors: High altitude, strong wind, low RPM, high weight.

Recovery: Opposite pedal, increase RPM, - if possible Increase speed and decrease power

Errors: RPM is out of the green: close throttle. 
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Systems and Equipment Malfunction (Pitot)
Description:
How to identify pitot errors and how to fix.

.

Errors:
Errors IAS ALT VSI

Blocked Pitot tube Goes to Zero OK OK

Blocked Pitot and drain -Decent/+Climb OK OK

Blocked Static +Decent/-Climb Freezes Goes to Zero

Recovery: 
Fixes IAS ALT VSI

Using alternate Static Shows to much Shows to much Shows a short climb

Broken VSI glass Shows to much Shows to much Shows opposite


